Decal, I'm stuck on you

There is a mania particular to colleges which is running rampant on our campus. It is the art or process of transferring decals. That's right. It's decalcomania, the bug. On sale are decals of all the numerous different decals with the old alma mater label, this time in our school colors.

If the student is unable to find a particular decal that suits him, he can always improvise, and improvise hardly describes what some students have done with decals. One student is Ned Nouget, sixth-year Industrial Technology major. Ned drives a 1964 compact model car which he received as a major. The day after registration for his rear window, and an upgrade to his window.

Ned is due to graduate in June and he can hardly wait. But for the past few weeks he has been running rampant on our campus. It's decalcomania, and he has caught the bug. On sale are decals of all the major majors, and the favorites among the following: engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, economics, and mechanical technology.

Petition out to drop voter age

Mrs. Constance Brown, social science major, is interested in helping the younger generation. She is the one who has initiated a new movement to help the younger generation.

The movement is called the Java Movement. The purpose of the movement is to help the younger generation of the 18-year-old category.

Mrs. Brown is interested in helping the younger generation. She is the one who has initiated a new movement to help the younger generation.

Dr. Mounts said an accurate diagnosis of flu would demand a sample of the patient's blood to the University of California at Berkeley for analysis. He said the process usually takes three weeks.

By that time, most patients would have recovered. For this reason the Health Center does not send any blood samples to Berkeley, Mounts said.

Instead, the center makes a clinical diagnosis of the symptoms and tries to treat these. Dr. Mounts said that any doctor would diagnose the symptoms as the flu.

He also noted that they do not treat the patients for the flu, but for the symptoms of the flu. That is all they can do until the patient begins to feel better.

One of the reasons that Mounts gave for referring to it as an "epidemic" was the rise in the average number of patients being treated per week. The usual number is about 10, but during the epidemic the average has risen to 18.

Mounts added that the flu symptoms are showing up in the "out" patients as well as the "in" patients. He noted that as the epidemic continues, the cases get worse.

There are flu shots, and there are flu shots, Mounts said about one of the measures that could be taken to prevent the disease. He explained that the shots provide adequate protection, but only for the specific strain for which they were prepared. They will not protect the person for any of the other strains, and Mounts said that the virus changes all the time.

New Home Ec head likes student attitude

Taking the reins as acting head of the Home Economics Department is Mrs. Eva Scully, a small, slight woman with boundless enthusiasm about her new position. Mrs. Scully believes that the most intelligent, most gifted and most informed generation that the United States, and perhaps the world, has ever known.

"Since my retirement I am going to different colleges where a teacher is needed because of illness or sabatical leave," Mrs. Scully explained.

The major of youth are great," she said. "We hear of a great deal about the militant minority of young people, as well as being seen as the voice of the old guard.

"Not so much is said or written about the honest, dependable major of the almost 35 million youths and young adults, and seldom are their many worthwhile activities shown on television. Mrs. Scully believes that the understanding between adults and youth can be increased if adults would increase responsibility as youth are able to assume it, have shown that they are heard and included them in the planning and doing at home, in school and in the community.

Mrs. Scully's interest in youth stems from her many years of working with them. She was state supervisor of home economics for Arizona from 1941 until her retirement in 1968, as well as one-time national president of the American Vocational Association.

The petition's purpose is to obtain enough signatures to circulate the amendment to the general election regulations.

"I think the atmosphere on this campus is so much better than on some of the other campuses on which I have taught," Mrs. Scully said, "and the attitude of the students makes it pleasant to work here.

"The majority of youth are great," she said. "We hear of a great deal about the militant minority of young people, as well as being seen as the voice of the old guard.

"Not so much is said or written about the honest, dependable majority of the almost 35 million youths and young adults, and seldom are their many worthwhile activities shown on television. Mrs. Scully believes that the understanding between adults and youth can be increased if adults would increase responsibility as youth are able to assume it, have shown that they are heard and included them in the planning and doing at home, in school and in the community.

Mrs. Scully's interest in youth stems from her many years of working with them. She was state supervisor of home economics for Arizona from 1941 until her retirement in 1968, as well as one-time national president of the American Vocational Association.

"Since my retirement I am going to different colleges where a teacher is needed because of illness or sabatical leave," Mrs. Scully explained.

The major of youth are great," she said. "We hear of a great deal about the militant minority of young people, as well as being seen as the voice of the old guard.

"Not so much is said or written about the honest, dependable majority of the almost 35 million youths and young adults, and seldom are their many worthwhile activities shown on television. Mrs. Scully believes that the understanding between adults and youth can be increased if adults would increase responsibility as youth are able to assume it, have shown that they are heard and included them in the planning and doing at home, in school and in the community.

Mrs. Scully's interest in youth stems from her many years of working with them. She was state supervisor of home economics for Arizona from 1941 until her retirement in 1968, as well as one-time national president of the American Vocational Association.

"Since my retirement I am going to different colleges where a teacher is needed because of illness or sabatical leave," Mrs. Scully explained.

The major of youth are great," she said. "We hear of a great deal about the militant minority of young people, as well as being seen as the voice of the old guard.

"Not so much is said or written about the honest, dependable majority of the almost 35 million youths and young adults, and seldom are their many worthwhile activities shown on television. Mrs. Scully believes that the understanding between adults and youth can be increased if adults would increase responsibility as youth are able to assume it, have shown that they are heard and included them in the planning and doing at home, in school and in the community.

Mrs. Scully's interest in youth stems from her many years of working with them. She was state supervisor of home economics for Arizona from 1941 until her retirement in 1968, as well as one-time national president of the American Vocational Association.
Anti-pollution need

Environmental control and environmental rights have been topics of much concern to various people in this country for the past few years.

An Environmental Rights Day, set in Santa Barbara for Jan. 28, is only part of the action that is moving more and more people towards conservation of the natural resources and beauties of the world.

According to information from the January 28 Committee, "figures of national consequence will gather in Santa Barbara Jan. 28, one year to the black day after the black day after the great oil blowout, to work on a battle plan to fight against environmental blight."

At the center of the Santa Barbara movement is a "Declaration of Environmental Rights," written by Dr. Roderick Nash, an associate professor of history at the University of California, Santa Barbara.

The declaration refers to the nationally known Santa Barbara oil spillage, but it does not concentrate on that incident. It discusses pollution of all kinds, pollution that is spreading over the globe at an ever-increasing rate.

Stewart Udall, former Secretary of the Interior and Dr. Paul Ehrlich of Stanford University, along with other men in the field, will speak on the many types of pollution that affect us today.

The committee contacted several cities in the Santa Barbara area, seeking endorsements of the declaration. The city of Santa Barbara passed a resolution supporting the declaration itself, passed a resolution in the Santa Barbara area, seeking endorsements of the declaration. The city of Santa Barbara passed a resolution supporting the declaration itself, passed a resolution in the Santa Barbara area, seeking endorsements of the declaration.

According to Zuchelli, some public bodies feel that the declaration is too severe and that "some areas (covered in the statement) are not the proper political field for city control or district involvement."

The State Assembly recently passed a bill sponsored by Don McGillivray (K-Santa Barbara) and Jess Unruh (D-Ingleswood). The legislation asked for cessation of drilling in Santa Barbara and Ventura counties and state control of the oil operations, Zuchelli added.

Neither the city nor the county of San Luis Obispo have been contacted in regard to support of the declaration, according to the city clerk and the county administrator. However, City Clerk Jean Fitzpatrick said he thought the San Luis Obispo City Council would be interested in supporting such a program.

President Richard Nixon will receive a faculty petition from this college asking him to remove American forces and weapons from Vietnam.

Signed by nearly 100 faculty and staff members, the petition affirms to Nixon:

". . . That it is in the national interest of the United States for the president to announce and initiate a clearly stated, swiftly phased withdrawal of American forces and weapons from Vietnam so that the Vietnamese themselves may make their own decisions about the future of Vietnam without foreign military interference and intervention."

Dr. Fred Rizzo, English instructor, draft counselor, advisor to Alternatives magazine, says the petition—which he helped to author—received "very limited circulation" on the campus.

Rizzo says he began the petition because he "wanted to show that people opposing the war included members of the establishment as well as young people outside of it."

Active in last fall's moratorium demonstrations here, Rizzo believes the alleged atrocities at My Lai have given new support to the peace movement.

My Lai, he says, shows that Americans are "just as capable of committing atrocities as people of any other nation, communist or otherwise."

"We've got to get rid of the simple-minded notion that whatever we do on the world scene is right, and whatever the commandments do is wrong. Senator J. William Fulbright, in his book, The Arrogance of Power, saw the foolishness behind these stereotypes of the 'Free World' and communism, when he said..."

Letter to the Editor

'Strudel in his noodle'

Editor:

I am writing this rebuttal in response to an article in the Jan. 30 issue of the Mustang Daily by Gary Williams. It was entitled "Just Like Apple Pie." I hope that you printed it as I feel that they represent the feelings of quite a few of the more aware students at Cal Poly.

If you were near a TV Jan. 15 you shouldn't have been. Bob Hope presented his usual red white and blue Christmas show. He must eat so much apple pie that his brain turns to apple sauce. I'm not against entertaining troops but when they are treated with beautiful girls, war stories, service jokes, and political-geographical jokes when they are intrinsically funny and morally inferior. I felt that Hope's routine was out of context as far as the Christmas season was the reason for his visit. Gary Williams (stiff) in the Jan. 30 issue of the Mustang Daily said that Hope is a hero and the whole country hopes is an anachronism. This believe in Bob Hope. To me, Bob country does indeed believe in hope, but the hope of today is not for the inaudible life-style of yester-years. So admire Bob Hope if you want to and do love your country, but beware of the true American.

John Soble

Faculty petition asks Nixon for switely phased U.S. withdrawal

President Richard Nixon will receive a faculty petition from this college asking him to remove American forces and weapons from Vietnam.

Signed by nearly 100 faculty and staff members, the petition affirms to Nixon:

". . . That it is in the national interest of the United States for the president to announce and initiate a clearly stated, swiftly phased withdrawal of American forces and weapons from Vietnam so that the Vietnamese themselves may make their own decisions about the future of Vietnam without foreign military interference and intervention."

Dr. Fred Rizzo, English instructor, draft counselor, advisor to Alternatives magazine, says the petition—which he helped to author—received "very limited circulation" on the campus.

Rizzo says he began the petition because he "wanted to show that people opposing the war included members of the establishment as well as young people outside of it."

Active in last fall's moratorium demonstrations here, Rizzo believes the alleged atrocities at My Lai have given new support to the peace movement.

My Lai, he says, shows that Americans are "just as capable of committing atrocities as people of any other nation, communist or otherwise."

"We've got to get rid of the simple-minded notion that whatever we do on the world scene is right, and whatever the commandments do is wrong. Senator J. William Fulbright, in his book, The Arrogance of Power, saw the foolishness behind these stereotypes of the 'Free World' and communism, when he said..."
Baba Ram Dass set for campus talk

by MARY HURFF

A man who once turned on with LSD, but has since abandoned the drug scene in favor of Far Eastern mysticism to explore his inner consciousness, will give a talk here at 8 p.m. this Saturday in the Men's Gym.

The man is Baba Ram Dass, formerly Dr. Richard Alpert. His talk, "Journey into Consciousness," is an odyssey through the drug scene in favor of Far Eastern mysticism to explore his inner consciousness, will give a talk here at 8 p.m. this Saturday in the Men's Gym.

In an interview with "Playboy" magazine, which appears in the February issue, Ram Dass says he has given up pot and LSD not because he thinks they are bad, but because they do not fulfill spiritual needs. They can only serve as an intermediate step according to consciousness," is an odyssey through the drug scene in favor of Far Eastern mysticism to explore his inner consciousness, will give a talk here at 8 p.m. this Saturday in the Men's Gym.

In March of 1961 Alpert took psilocybin, a consciousness-altering chemical. He then joined Timothy Leary and others in research involving altered states of consciousness brought about through the use of psychedelic drugs such as LSD.

Due to the controversial nature of their studies, Leary and Alpert left Harvard and set up the Castalia Foundation to study the mystic aspects of drug experience. In 1967, Alpert started for India in search of men he said might retain the keys to enlightenment. After many months of searching, he found what he was looking for. He then settled at a tiny temple in the Himalayas for a winter of study.

Upon his return to the U. S. as Baba Ram Dass, which means "servant of God," he committed himself to helping others find peace and meaning in life, according to an article in the April 21 issue of Newsweek magazine.

A question and answer period will follow the Saturday night talk by Baba Ram Dass. Tickets are 50 cents and may be purchased at the Temporary College Union.

Math society sponsors speaker

Dr. Richard Tornheim, senior research associate in mathematics at Chevron Research Company, Richmond, California will address Math groups Friday, Jan. 30.

Tornheim will address the annual banquet of the student chapter of Kappa Mu Epsilon, national mathematics honor society, at 7 p.m. in the Cal Poly Staff Dining Hall. Attendance at this event will be by advance reservation only.

Tickets at $2.75 each may be obtained by contacting Dr. M. Moore, experienced in underwater sound, Dr. Richard Carstensen who participated in the naval program on corrosion, and Mr. Howard R. Roner, who has had sixteen years experience with submarines.

The requirements for this class include the student be of sophomore or above standing and has taken chemistry 121, Physics 151, and math 152. The course number is engineering 275 and is worth three units.
Department head wins state journalism award

John R. Healey, head of the Journalism Department here, has been named a recipient of the Journalism Instructor of the Year award by the California Newspaper Publishers Association (CNPA). Awards are given annually by CNPA to one journalism instructor from a four-year college, one from a junior college and one from a high school. Nominated by Dick Blankenburg of the Arroyo Grande Times-Press Recorder, Healey's name was picked by a secret committee of nominations of CNPA.

A permanent plaque—will be awarded to him by Thomas R. Hemion, editor of the Tulare Advance Register. Hemion also is chairman of the CNPA newspaper personnel, retirement, education and scholastic committees. The award will be made at the CNPA luncheon Feb. 7.

Healey received his bachelor of arts degree from San Jose State College in 1941. He earned his master of science degree at University of California at Los Angeles.

Healey, who joined the faculty here in 1947 to teach agricultural journalism and handle sports information, was named head of the department in 1967.

Before joining the journalism faculty, he was employed as a reporter and editor on the staffs of the San Jose News, the Sacramento Union, and the Modesto Bee, and as a public information specialist at McCellian Field, Sacramento.

"I always wanted to be in journalism," Healey said. "In fact, I started as a part-time printer in high school." He was an editor of the San Jose State Spartan Daily. In 1967 Healey was named Faculty Advisor of the Year. He was a Poly Royal luncheon in 1967 which marked my 20th year as adviser to the Mustang Daily, when the department was in the first floor of the Business Administration and Education Building. Monday morning, April 1, the students cleaned out the photo room, even taking the pins out of the door to make it look like a theft. "When I came in I said, 'My God! We've been cleaned out!' I was on the phone to Security when the students burst into my office shouting April fool!''

Home Ec head has faith in youth (cont. from page 1)

Curt C. Cummins, dean of the School of Applied Arts, made the announcement of Mrs. Scully's appointment as acting head of the Home Economics Department until such time as a new department head is chosen, and after consultation with the faculty. Mrs. Scully has been named head of the Department.

Mrs. Scully, who joined the faculty in 1967, was named head of the department in 1970. She is a member of the national Advisory Board of the American Vocational Association, and a delegate to the 1956 White House Conference on Children and Youth.

The new acting department head has received many awards including the Outstanding Service Award of AVA, the University of Arizona Award of Merit, and the Distinguished Service Award of the Future Homemakers of America.

Mrs. Scully recently participated in a Families Abroad Tour for home economists, which visited Scandinavia and Russia. She visited the educational facilities in the Scandinavian countries, and in the Netherlands.

Seiberling Safety Tires
Kelly-Springfield Tires
Michelin X Tires

TRUCK & TRACTOR TIRE SALES & SERVICE
VOLT RUBBER ORBITREED RETREADS
"THE AUTOMATED - ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED PROCESS"
ASK US ABOUT OUR CONDITIONAL GUARANTEES
"ONE-DAY SERVICE" AUTO LIFT BATTERIES
BRAKES—ALIGNMENT—SHOCKS
Specializing in tire truing

KIMBALL TIRE CO., INC.
543-6787
252 HIGHWAY
SAN LUIS OBISPO

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
ALL YOU CAN EAT...
and a Great Place to Meet

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY MONDAY
FISH FRY SPAGHETTI CLAM BAKE CHICKEN
Deep fried Flounder, Fried tender sweet Fried chicken, fresh
french fries, cola slaw. Italian meat sauce, french sauce, cola slaw.
$1.29 $1.29 $1.89 $1.59
Children 99c Children 99c Children 1.15 Children 1.15

SUNDAY
Old Fashioned Sunday Family Dinner
CAPTAIN'S PLATE BAKED STUFFED POT ROAST CHICKEN
$1.99 $2.65 $2.75 $2.95
Served with appetizer, beverage and dessert.
Selections from our regular menu always available. Breakfast from 7 a.m.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S (cont. from page 1)

BANQUET FACILITIES

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
101 HIWAY 101 OF LOS OSOS RD.
Free college for vets

There's a way to get practically anything you want a Junior college education.

The plan was outlined last Thursday by John Enos, local veterans service officer. The details were presented during a speech before about 50 members of Os Goodma Local 19 veterans club, and their guests.

Near Napa Junior College in Napa Valley is the Veterans Home of California. It is an old soldiers home, but the home has plenty of extra living space. Part of it has been converted into dormitory living for California's student veterans. The plan is that a veteran must have some sort of disability, but it need not necessarily be service-connected.

Transportation, medicines, room and board and other living expenses are absolutely free while a veteran attends Napa Junior College.

Other topics covered during the talk included:

- An appeal to veterans to write their congressmen "if you're unhappy with the current GI Bill situation." He was referring to a bill in Congress to increase veterans benefits. A suggestion that all veterans join a veterans organization.
- They are the ones that make a big difference when veterans have problems that need solving.
- Enos said.

As outline of important dates a new veteran should remember.

- For example, a civilian life insurance company must accept a veteran's life insurance.
- New veteran should remember.
- An outline of important dates a new veteran should remember.

- Some may say this is a "technical impossibility." We don't.
- Just look at our record:
- Two new units with a total capacity of 1,590,000 kilowatts are being completed at the Four Corners Generating Plant in New Mexico.
- A new 500,000-volt A.C. transmission line from Four Corners to Southern California was completed early in 1968.
- It has a capacity of 275,000 kilowatts of generating capacity. That's a lot of kilowatts - about one-third as much, in fact, as our current capacity.

Test set for business master's program

Thirty-five applications had been received as of Jan. 16 to fill the 32 candidate slots for the new Masters of Business Administration, according to Owen Servatus, head of the Business Administration Department.

Studies leading to the M.B.A. degree will begin this June.

Students applying for membership into the program will be required to take the Admission Test for the Graduate School of Business Feb. 1. Applications will be reviewed and students will be informed of their acceptance by March 11. A detailed description of the program is contained in the document "M.B.A. Proposal, 1970-71" on file in the Reference Room of the Dexter Memorial Library.

Members of the Business Administration Department studied more than 50 masters programs in the United States before formulating the program for this college.

Plans for a new economics major are being proposed for 1971-72.

Get the hull truth

Fiberglass maintenance of hulls will be demonstrated at the meeting of the campus sailing club, Poly Corinthians, tomorrow night.

The meeting, which will be held in Agriculture Shop 3, will begin at 7:30 p.m. instead of the usual 7. All interested students are invited to attend the meetings of the club, which are held on the second and fourth Wednesdays of every month.

During the Fall Quarter, members of the club made a cruise to the Channel Islands. On Jan. 17, they traveled to Lopez Lake, and more outings are scheduled for this quarter.

Labor editor to speak

"Labor Problems on the Pacific Coast," is the scheduled topic for tomorrow evening's speech by Los Angeles Times labor editor Harry Remson. The dinner speech is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. at the Modocia Inn.

The Mayor and the Minors, a campus musical group will entertain during the social hour preceding the dinner. Tickets are $3.00 per person and may be obtained at the door or by writing Dr. Overmyer of the Business Administration Department.

Sponsored by the Central Coast Chapter of the Industrial Relations Association, the speech will explain the present and future trends of labor versus management relations in collective bargaining and has both the public and private sectors of the economy.

Lectured at the University of California, Berkeley, Remson served with the National Intelligence in World War II and is the U.S. Strategic

FRED'S AUTO ELECTRIC
Specialized Motor Tune-up
Dyna-Vision Analysis

GENERATORS REGULATORS STARTERS BATTERIES

IGNITION CARBURATION ALTERNATORS WIRING

Monterey & California Blvd.
Phone 543-3821

Your abilities and knowledge are important to Southern California Edison.

We need new ideas, new techniques and sound planning for projects necessary to serve the enormous electrical power requirements of Central and Southern California.

These projects will cost approximately $1 billion during the next three years. During this period we will build or participate with other utilities in the development and construction of approximately 3,300,000 kilowatts of generating capacity. That's a lot of kilowatts - about one-third as much, in fact, as our current capacity.

Some may say this is a "technical impossibility." We don't.

Just look at our record:

Two new units with a total capacity of 1,590,000 kilowatts are being completed at the Four Corners Generating Plant in New Mexico.

A new 500,000-volt A.C. transmission line from Four Corners to Southern California was completed early in 1968.

It has a capacity of 275,000 kilowatts of generating capacity. That's a lot of kilowatts - about one-third as much, in fact, as our current capacity.

Our sponsorship of the Southern California Edison College is an equal opportunity employer.
Instructors travel worldwide during leaves

Editors Note:
This is the second in a three-part series of articles on faculty sabbaticals by staff writer Nina Zacuto. Part three will appear in another issue of Mustang Daily.

Some instructors will be on leave from their teaching duties during this year. Thirty-eight of the instructors will remain in various parts of the United States, while 15 will travel to foreign countries. (The plans of the other seven could not be determined.)

The School of Applied Science will have 25 instructors on leave throughout the year. They are:

- Biological sciences: John Applerarth taking an advanced quarter off in the spring for personal reasons.
- Chemistry: James Peters is on a sabbatical this year studying for his doctorate at the University of Kansas.
- Physics: Kenneth Onawa is on a sabbatical this year studying for his doctorate at the University of California at Berkeley. 
- Mathematics: Robert Butler has taken a research leave in the fall to do post-doctorate research in his specialty, the electron microscope, here on campus.
- Computer science: James Culbertson is on a sabbatical this quarter doing post-doctoral research.
- History: James Fitts spent the fall quarter on a research leave in England studying for his doctoral degree.
- Psychology: William Crutis will be taking a sabbatical to travel through California and England studying group psychology and group therapy at various behavioral science institutes.
- Social science: Charles Oldham will study for his doctorate in political science this spring at Washington University while on a leave without pay.
- Michael O'Leary is on a sabbatical this year in Ireland this year studying sociology.
- Computer science: James Culbertson is on a sabbatical this year studying for his doctorate at St. Louis University.
- Psychology: William Crutis will be taking a sabbatical to travel through California and England studying group psychology and group therapy at various behavioral science institutes.

R. C. Hatfield will be on sabbatical in the spring doing post-doctoral research in the department of experimental medical micro-biology at the University of Glasgow, Scotland. He will also visit research laboratories in Britain, France and Germany.

Richard Krejcey did post-doctoral research in the fall on campus.

William Tharmend is in Frankfurt, Germany for the year doing post-doctoral research in sociology. He took fall quarter off as a banked leave and winter and spring on sabbatical.

Wayne Williams took a research leave in the fall to do post-doctorate research in his specialty, the electron microscope, here on campus.

Arjan Reeti will be doing post-doctorate research in the spring at the University of Washington. He is taking a research leave.

Chemistry: James Peters is on a year's sabbatical leave at the University of California at Berkeley and San Francisco taking course work in biochemistry and doing post-doctoral research.

Computer science: James Culbertson is on a sabbatical leave this quarter doing post-doctoral research.

History: James Fitts spent the fall quarter on a research leave in England studying for his doctoral degree.

William Wharton will take a research leave in the spring to study for his doctorate at U. C. Berkeley.

Math: Robert Butler has taken one quarter of banked leave and one advance quarter off, fall through winter, to study for his doctorate at U. C. Riverside.

Thomas Hale is on leave without pay this year while he is studying for his doctorate at St. Louis University.

Peter Quinn will be off campus next quarter on a banked personal leave.

Neal Townsend is studying for his doctoral degree at Purdue University this year. He has a leave without pay and an advance quarter off.

Frederick Wild will take an advance quarter off this spring as a personal leave.

Social science: Charles Oldham will study for his doctorate in political science this spring at Washington University while on a leave without pay.

Michael O'Leary is on a sabbatical this year in Ireland this year studying sociology.

Joseph Weatherby is taking a banked quarter off this quarter to do post-doctorate research in Russia.

The School of Architecture will have the least amount of absent instructors with four on leave this year.

R. L. Graves is on sabbatical this year in Denmark completing independent research on the development of industrial components for the building industry.

Donald Koehring is studying for his master's this year at the University of Washington while on sabbatical.

Hansi Walker will be studying for his doctoral degree during a sabbatical leave in Austria.

**When are they going to legalize Pot?**

A lot of people these days are going around saying it's only a matter of months until Acanopy Gold is available over the counter in menthol and long-leaf lengths.

Which is an indication of how little people know about marijuana. The real fact of the matter is that marijuana is a drug. Like all drugs, it affects the human body and the human brain.

Like all drugs, it has side effects.

Today, research scientists are studying marijuana's effects on the brain, the nervous system, on chromosomes, and on various organs of the body. They're trying to find out why different people have different reactions to it.

They're studying its effects after one or two cigarettes, and they're trying to find out what happens with long term use.

May be it will turn out that there's no reason for it to be illegal. But nobody can be sure until all the facts are in. And until they all are, it's a pretty bum risk.

For more facts about drugs, write for free drug booklets to National Institute of Mental Health, Rockville, Md. 20852.
Gary's Column

We own the Valley

by GARY WILLIAMS
Sports Writer

Before I start into my article I should say we not only are the champions on the central coast, we now own the San Joaquin valley for whatever it may be worth. We not only are the Fresno State basketball team, we made our basketball team look more like...[truncated]

Mustangs whip Bulldogs

by RICH BOBCHETTI
Sports Writer

You just can't say enough about the Mustang basketball team. In a brillant team performance Friday night, coach Neale Stoner's troops owned the Fresno State Bulldogs in the thundering Mustang Gym. Down the Fresno State Bulldogs brilliant team performance Friday night in the thundering Mustang Gym. The Mustangs overcame the Fresno Bulldogs for their biggest lead of the night at 37-32 after halftime. The Mustangs scored, stole the ball and scored, and then scored again from the free throw line. The Mustangs outscored Fresno 21-10 for their biggest lead of the night at 37-32.

With the crowd cheering their every move and 2:16 left showing on the clock Stoner ordered his players to go into a stall. The strategy worked better than expected. Fresno in a vain attempt to steal the ball away left the inside open. Dennis d'Autremont taking advantage of the vacancy tanked six quick points.

Fred Warner put in the final two points of the game at the buzzer as the fans swarmed onto the court and all over their heroes. Afterward Stoner had these comments to make about the game. "We played a real fine game and you know we played without one of our big men, Howard Nicholson who was out with the flu. Dick Stone played the finest game I've ever had from a big man. Dennis d'Autremont played a superb game. I just can't say enough about Randy Genung besides his 14 points he came off the bench and did a great defensive job on Davis. Who would have thought it. Plus, both Gary Anderson and Lew Jackson played fine games."

A look at the final statistics showed d'Autremont leading the Mustang attack with 17 points and 10 rebounds. He was followed by Stone with 14 points and a fantastic 16 rebounds. Genung was next. Lew Jackson 13 and Gary Anderson with 11.

Gary Anderson moves for position against Fresno State defender.

Wrestling tournament held; Madera victors

The Mens Gym was the scene of the Cal Poly High School Invitational Wrestling Tournament all day Saturday. Some 30 schools and 300 participants spent the day on this campus vying for individual and team honors. First place team honors went to Madera High School as they racked up 169 points. Second place went to Miramonte High School of Orinda. Third and fourth place honors went to two schools from Salinas. Third place was captured by Salinas high School and fourth place by Alisal High School. Second, third and fourth place teams scored 96, 81 and 57 points respectively.

Carrying away the outstanding wrestler award was little Alex Hernandez of Corcoran High School. He was the champion in the 101 pound class.
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alternative
Mustangs beat another state wrestling squad

by TERRY CONNER
Sports Editor

When any California college dares to invade upon the wrestling mat of the Mustangs, or any of these colleges are senseless enough to invite the Mustangs to their own mat, they are sure to come out a sadder, but wiser wrestling team.

The Mustangs have not lost to a California collegiate wrestling team in 80 encounters with Mustang wrestling teams. It is the feeling of the Mustang Daily Sports Staff that any California team able to beat the Mustangs will most definitely have to have a full staff of angels on their team.

Last Thursday evening, an unsuspecting Chico Wildcat team stumbled into the Mens Gym and left as a statistic. They, the Wildcats, as Coach Vaughn Hitchcock expresses it, "are improved from years past, but they are less experienced and younger."

The score did not indicate the true story of the match. The Mustangs handily won 33-3, but faltered in the usually strong 118 pound class. The Wildcats won the opener as Arnett Brett of Chico decisioned Guy Greene 3-2. It was a victory in itself as it was the first time in quite awhile that a Mustang team had been behind a California team.

But it wasn't long before the horses started kicking the Wildcats. Terry Hall of Poly showed his muscle. At 158 Allyn Cooke decisioned John Norris of Chico 10-3. The Mustangs added six more team points as their reserves, play the rest of the way. But it wasn't long before the Mustangs' reserves proved from years past, but they are getting good play by everyone right down the line.

In the second half Stoner allowed Rick Arnold, Larry Morgan decisioned John Finch shutout Joe Hall of Chico 10-4. It was a good example of what is happening to California wrestling schools. This state is definitely turning out better wrestlers than ever before and I think Chico gave us some good competition.

The Mustangs won the next four bouts without hardly rapping a muscle. At 158 Allyn Cooke decisioned Bruce Cameron of hico 6-0, in the 187 pound class John Finch shutout Joe Hall of Chico 8-0. The Mustangs beat another

The Mustangs have lost to a California collegiate wrestling team in 60 encounters with Mustang wrestling teams. It is the feeling of the Mustang Daily Sports Staff that any California team able to beat the Mustangs will most definitely have to have a full staff of angels on their team.

Last Thursday evening, an unsuspecting Chico Wildcat team stumbled into the Mens Gym and left as a statistic. They, the Wildcats, as Coach Vaughn Hitchcock expresses it, "are improved from years past, but they are less experienced and younger."

The score did not indicate the true story of the match. The Mustangs handily won 33-3, but faltered in the usually strong 118 pound class. The Wildcats won the opener as Arnett Brett of Chico decisioned Guy Greene 3-2. It was a victory in itself as it was the first time in quite awhile that a Mustang team had been behind a California team.

But it wasn't long before the horses started kicking the Wildcats. Terry Hall of Poly showed his muscle. At 158 Allyn Cooke decisioned John Norris of Chico 10-3. The Mustangs added six more team points as their reserves, play the rest of the way. But it wasn't long before the Mustangs' reserves proved from years past, but they are getting good play by everyone right down the line.

In the second half Stoner allowed Rick Arnold, Larry Morgan decisioned John Finch shutout Joe Hall of Chico 10-4. It was a good example of what is happening to California wrestling schools. This state is definitely turning out better wrestlers than ever before and I think Chico gave us some good competition.